
Nutrition apps can be an informative, educational window
into diet quality or an exploration of healthy relationships
with food. Going digital isn't a one size fits all solution, nor
is it right for everybody, but if you're exploring apps, try
these tips to maximize your experience. 

Close Enough is Close Enough While food tracking might help
us solve nutritional problems or maximize our diet's potential, it's
important to remain balanced and know that it's an estimation,
and that's OK. Each apple will not be the exact same amount of
carbs and fiber, but tracked in the context of the whole diet, we
understand its impact on our total nutrition for the day. 

Short Term Tracking for Long Term Success A great benefit
of tracking is that it helps us becoming "calorie wise.' The goal is
not to track food forever, but to input meals and snack to better 
 understand which foods bring the body healthy fat and fiber,
which add sodium and saturated fat, so we can make informed
decisions in the future. Remember to leave guilt at the door! 

MAKING THE
MOST OF 
NUTRITION APPS

Personalize Your Log
Make the most of your time
by adding favorite foods and  
frequently prepared recipes.
When you can select and
input quickly, tracking isn't
such a hassle. Or, find a food
log that looks beyond
calories. Some apps help
you explore mindfulness, a
healthy relationship with
food, or tracking
experiences around food. 

Calories Don't Take All
Sometimes tracking our
food can lead us to believe
calories are the most
important thing. Remember
to check reports on other
nutrients, like type of fat,
iron, potassium, sodium and
of course, fiber. These
reports are sometimes
hidden, and it will pay off to
remember food quality
matters. 



WHICH NUTRITION 
APP IS RIGHT FOR YOU?
Best Mindfulness and Food Relationship Builders
Ate Food Diary: Track what you ate, why you ate, and how it made you feel. This Mindful Food
Journaling app helps you focus on how meals make you feel, instead of calories. Best for those
who want to explore their relationship with food and build awareness around nutrition choices. 

Other Mindful Nutrition Apps
Rise Up                Am I Hungry            Healthie            Eating Enlightenment Journal

Best Nutrient Trackers
MyFitnessPal: Arguably the most popular food tracking app, MyFitnessPal can help you track
ingredients, assess diet quality and energy intake, and track activity. Be sure to look at the extra
reports, like fiber and unsaturated fat, which are important in measuring a quality diet. 

Other Nutrition Tracking Apps
Lose It!                   FitBit                  Cronometer               SparkPeople                   Fooducate

Best Practical Skill Building
ShopWell: Using ShopWell can help you navigate the supermarket, giving a nutrient density
score for scanned foods. It takes the guess work out of nutrition labels and helps you better
identity foods to fit your wellbeing goals. 

Other Practical Skill Apps
HappyCow             Dr. Greger's Daily Dozen               Project Foodie


